
 

Data Matters Strengthens Strongroom Cloud Services With Data Protection as a Service 

Data Matters Transforms Businesses with Modern Data Protection 

AMSTELVEEN, the Netherlands – September 18, 2019 – Data Matters today announced the 
availability of three new easy-to-adopt core data protection as a service (DPaaS) options to help 
enterprise and government organisations develop a cloud-enabled data protection strategy, regain 
control of copy data, reduce costs and improve operational efficiency.  

Powered by Hitachi Content Platform (HCP) from Hitachi Vantara, Data Matters’ flexible Strongroom 
offerings empower organisations to achieve data protection objectives and meet regulatory 
compliance obligations and data integrity requirements. These solutions deliver a comprehensive 
framework for backup and recovery, data repository, long-term retention and archiving, and disaster 
recovery.  

Based on service-level agreements (SLAs) and as-a-service consumption, Data Matters’ DPaaS 
customers may select from among three services: recovery copy, long-term retention, and disaster 
recovery. Each service has four service-class options: bronze, silver, gold and platinum. 
 
Recovery Copy Service 
Helps you define a service catalog based on RPOs, RTOs, backup and restore success rates, retention 
and backup copies. It ensures operational recovery in the event of data corruption to help 
organisations maintain data integrity. 
 
Long-Term Retention Service 
Provides a service catalog based on long-term retention requirements. Uses storage as a service to 
manage costs. Build on our recovery copy service to support your regulatory requirements for 
unstructured data. 
 
Disaster Recovery Service 
Create a customized service catalog based on stringent RPOs, RTOs, deployed technology, failover 
and level of disaster recovery testing for controlled availability. Safeguard your data from human 
error or natural disasters and protect against site failure or catastrophic loss of service. 
 
To learn more about our DPaaS portfolio, please visit www.datamatters.nl/dpaas. 
 
About Data Matters 
Data Matters offers cloud solutions and services for digital archiving, preservation, records 
management and data protection. Data Matters solutions and services are based on years of 
expertise, in-depth knowledge and industry-leading products and services from innovative and 
reliable technology manufacturers like Hitachi Vantara, Star Storage and scope solutions. 
 
Hitachi Content Platform (HCP) is the core component of all Data Matters solutions. The HCP 
portfolio is a software-defined, cloud-ready platform based on object storage architecture. With 
near-infinite capacity and broad flexibility, HCP harnesses unstructured data growth and bridges 
traditional and emerging technologies to make data securely available anywhere, anytime.    
 
HITACHI is a trademark or registered trademark of Hitachi, Ltd.  
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